27.
Laterals

27.0. <e last manner of articulation is the lateral one, in which the
tongue, while touching a point on the palatal vault, contracts laterally, thereby permitting air to pass out by the sides of the tongue.
˙ 27.1 shows the phoneme /l/ (l) and the diaphoneme /ı/ Y•¥(ı), with
its international realization, (§), which is a semi-lateral contoid (with
no contact with the roof of the mouth), together with the prepalatal
taxophone, (¬), which occurs for /l/ before heterosyllabic /j/, (¬_j).
˙ 27.2 will show several di‡erent realizations, which are needed for
natural performences of the three neutral accents of English. Actually,
not all of their symbols need to be used in simple transcriptions, although they certainly very useful. However, their articulations and coarticulations must be known positively.
27.1. <e only lateral English phoneme, from a strict intraphonemic point of view, is //l// (l, ı), with two very important taxophones,
or contextual allophones (together with others, by coarticulation, as
we will see). In actual fact, given their considerable importance, from
a descriptive and teaching point of view, our diaphonemic transcription makes use of /l, ı/ (instead of a more abstract /&/ –which would decidedly be less "interphonemic&– for /ı/).
<ere is one caveat: although we have decided to include /ı/ among
our diaphonemic symbols, this does not imply that we consider it a real phoneme, as no opposition exists in English between /ı/ and /l/. It
is simply a very useful guide (especially for foreigners) to make a safe
and straightforward choice between them.
27.2. On the other hand, in an almost neutral pronunciation, certain speakers may present cases such as:
»
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y•¥('khØDl¤˙) Y('khADl¤˙) /'kØdlI˙/ codling
y('khØDÍ¤˙, -DÈl¤˙) Y('khADÍ¤˙, -DÈl¤˙, -D7¤˙) ¥('khØDÍ¤˙, -DÈl¤˙, -D7¤˙)
/'kØd˘lI˙/ coddling (including even (-Dl¤˙), which uniﬁes di‡erent
pronunciations into one).
˙ 27.1. Four indispensable lateral articulations.

+

+
l

ı

ù

+

+
(¬)

27.3. Traditional transcriptions excessively hide many characteristics, including the di‡erence between (®, Í), and the actual fact that,
before (a heterosyllabic) /j/, not only does (ı) not occur, in neutral pronunciation (as, instead, it does before any other consonants)˚ but it is
prepalatal, (¬), after a stressed short vowel, where it is heterosyllabic as
to /j/; othewise, after long vowels or diphthongs, they belong to the
same syllable, \ they are tautosyllabic, so the lateral is alveolar, as expected being before a vowel; but, in this case, it is the same even for /ééljé/:
y•Y•¥('m¤¬-jÈn) /'mIljÈn/ million
y(khø;q'niiliå÷ -ljå) Y(khø;<'nIili√÷ -lj√) ¥(khø;'nIiliå÷ -ljå) /kO:≤'niiliÈ/
Cornelia.
27.4. In other contexts, /l/ is alveolar, (l), as in:
y('luusa™T) Y('lUusaÙT) ¥('l¯usaÙT, 'lj¯u-) /'luusaEt, 'lˆ-/ leucite˘
27.5. Also between a stressed short vowel and another vowel, which
makes one syllable with /l/, in the neutral (International, American, or
British) pronunciation, (l) (not y(§) Y•¥(ı)) is used:
y•¥('fØl-i) Y('fAl-i) /'fØli/ folly
y('fØl-ø¨) Y('fAl-ø¨) ¥('fØl-‘¨) /'fØlOU/ follow
y•Y•¥('Th™l-¤m) /'tElIm/ tell him
y('fiil¤T) Y•¥('fIil¤T) /'fiilIt/ feel it
y('fø:l 'aøT) Y('fO:l 'aÖT) ¥('fø:l 'aÖT) /'fO:l 'aOt/ fall out
y•Y•¥('b¤l '™vÈnΩ) /'bIl 'EvÈnz/ Bill Evans.
27.6. <eir distribution, in any case, is rather simple, once it has
been clearly explained. As we have said, in diaphonemic transcriptions,
it is convenient to use the two primary symbols, /l, ı/; although (to be
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˙ 27.2. Imporatant lateral articulations for the three neutral accents of English.

+
(l)

+
+

+

+
(∞)

ı

+

+

+

ù

(3)

+

(§)

+

+
(®)

+
(Ï)

(])

(t)

+

(¯)

(ÿ)

(¬)

l

+

(¬)

+
+

())

precise) it would be more useful to use at least four symbols, (l, ¬, 7, ı)
(besides (L) in British {and British-like} pronunciation, before /<, t<,
d</), in addition to three syllabic ones, (Í, ^, ®).
Furthermore, at least in speciﬁc descriptions, the taxophones with
dental contact, ((l, K)), should be indicated, and also those with lip-rounding after V or C that have a labial component): ((¸, É, Ñ, ñ, ë÷ ‹, õ)).
Especially, the coarticulation of labialization is automatic; therefore, it
is necessary to mark it only where it is being explained, in order to
draw attention to the phenomenon.
27.7. <us, before vowels, we regularly have /l/ (l). To be rigorous,
lip-rounding also occurs before rounded vowels, by coarticulation:
y('li;iÑ) Y•¥('lI;iÑ) /'liiv/ leave
y('lxsT) Y('lxú;ûsT) ¥('lA;sT) /'lXst/ last
y•Y•¥('l¨k) (('¸¨k)) /'lUk/ look
y('lø;™n) (('¸ø;™n)) Y•¥('lø;Ùn) (('¸ø;Ùn)) /'lOEn/ loin.
27.8. However, a special symbol –like ((¸))– is not needed, since it is
absolutely inevitable to prepare the lips for the rounded vocoids that
follow, within the syllable.
In fact, an articulation of /l/ without lip-rounding, ((l)), would somehow be perceived as something "strange&, exactly as for /k, g/ followed
either by front vowels or by /j/, or else by rounded vowels or by /w/:
the articulations ((k, G)) and ((K, ‚)), respectively, are natural and automatic:
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y•Y•¥('kh¤T) (('kh¤T)) /'kIt/ kit
y•Y•¥('g™T) (('G™T)) /'gEt/ get
y('khju;uÊ) Y•¥('khj¯;uÊ) (('kâj-)) /'kjuub/ cube
y('khø:q) Y('khø:<) ¥('khø:) (('KW-)) /'kO:≤/ core
y('guus) Y(('gUus)) ¥(('g¯us)) ('‚-) /'guus/ goose
y('khwa™T) Y•¥('kwaÙT) (('KW-)) /'kwaEt/ quite.
27.9. <erefore, in particular for /®+/, an "objective& pronunciation,
obtained by juxtaposing /p/ and /®/, for instance, would produce an
e‡ect that may perplex native speakers. Strictly speaking, arguably, (p®)
would have something less, in comparison with the genuine ((pí)), as
in:
y('phiip°) (('phiip#)) Y•¥('phIip®) (('phIipí)) /'piip®/ people.
27.10. It is important to notice that, for postvocalic and tautosyllabic l, after rounded vowels, in the various languages, labial coarticulation regularly occurs; therefore, it need not be marked expressly, as instead we are doing here. Before heterosyllabic /j/, we ﬁnd (¬) (and ((É))):
y•Y•¥('m¤¬jÈn) /'mIljÈn/ million
y•Y•¥('b¨¬jÈn) (('b¨ÉjÈn)) /'bUljÈn/ bullion
y('ø:¬ jÈ'ni;iﬂ) Y('O:¬ jÈ'nI;iﬂ) ¥('ø:¬ jÈ'nI;iﬂ, j¯-) ((-É j-)) /'O:l jÈ'nId/ all you
need˘
27.11. Before /†, ∑÷ ts, dz/, we have ((K, õ)), (ı):
y('f¤§†i) Y•¥('f¤ı†i) Y•¥(('f¤K†i)) /'fIı†i/ ﬁlthy
y('ø:§ ∑È'Tha;™m) Y('O:ı ∑È'Tha;Ùm) ¥('ø:ı ∑È'Tha;Ùm) Y•¥((-õ ∑-)) /'O:ı ∑È'taEm/ all the time
y('b™§ts) Y('bEıts) ¥('b™ıts) Y•¥((-Kts)) /'bEıts/ belts
y('fø;§ts) Y('fO;ıts) ¥('fø;ıts) Y•¥((-õts)) /'fO:ıts/ faults.
27.12. #th /†, ∑/ + /l/, we have ((l)) (dental, but not velarized, of
course):
y(È'mån† 'l™¤T) Y(È'm√n† 'l™IT)) ¥(È'mån 'l™IT) ((-ï† 'l-)) /È'mån† 'lEIt/ a
month late
y•¥(w¤∑'lå;Ñ) Y(w¤∑'l√;Ñ) ((-∑'l-)) /wI∑'låv/ with love.
27.13. In British English, before /<, t<, d</, /ı/ is realized as postalveolar, still velarized ((L, ë)):
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y('ch¤§D<Èn) Y('ch¤ıD<Èn) ¥('ch¤LÃ>Èn) /'cIıd<Èn/ children
y(ø;{§}'<™Di) Y(O;{ı}'<™Di)) ¥(ø;{L}'>™Di)) ((yø;{@}, YO;{ñ}-, ¥ø;{ë}-)) /O:{ı}'<Edi/
already.
27.14. Before a pause, or before another consonant, we have ((ı, ñ)),
(ı):
y•Y•¥('b¤ı:) /'bIı/ bill
y•Y•¥('b¤ıT) /'bIıt/ built
y('hå§) Y('h◊ı:)) ¥('h√ı:) Y(('h◊ñ:)) /'håı/ hull
y('fø:§) ((-@)) Y('fO:ı) ¥('fø:ı) Y•¥((-ñ)) /'fO:ı/ fall
y('fø;{§}k) ((-{@}k)) Y('fO;{ı}k) ¥('fø;{ı}k) Y•¥((-{ñ}k)) /'fO:{ı}k/ Falk.
27.15. In the case of words with /ıö+/, we generally ﬁnd nasalization, which, again, need not be marked explicitly:
y('kh¤§:n) ((-§°:n)) Y•¥('kh¤ı:n) ((-ü:n)) /'kIın/ kiln
y('™§:m) (('™§°:m)) Y('Eı:m) ¥('™ı:m) ((-ü:m)) /'Eım/ elm.
27.16. „en /ı+/ and a word-initial vowel meet, with no pause between, we have ((l, ¸)):
y('fiil¤T) Y•¥('fIil¤T) /'fiilIt/ feel it
y('ø:l 'ø¨vÈq) ((-¸ 'ø-)) Y('O:ı 'ø¨v≥) ((-¸ 'ø-)) ¥('ø:l '‘¨vå) /'O:ı 'OUvÈ≤/ all over.
27.17. As far as intense (or "syllabic&) l is concerned, //Í//, we ﬁnd
lip-rounding after consonants with a labial component, /m, p, b÷ f, v÷
c, G÷ S, Z÷ <, w/. In addition, before vowels within words, we have ((Í,
î)):
y•¥('khØDÍ¤˙) Y('khADÍ¤˙) /'kØdÍI˙/ coddling (° § 27.2)
y('Th<åmbÍ¤˙) Y('Th<√mbÍ¤˙) ¥('˛h>åmbÍ¤˙) ((-bî¤˙)) /'t<åmbÍI˙/ trumbling.
27.18. However, before vowels belonging to a following word, a
semi-velarized alveolar articulation, ((^, Ö)), is found in American and
British English (even before front vowels), although it is also possible
to use the common symbols (®, í):
y('l¤T° '¤TÈli, -4°, '¤4È-) Y('l¤4® '¤4Èli) ¥('l¤T® '¤TÈli) ((-^ '¤-)) /'lIù® 'IùÈli/ Little
Italy
y('phiip° 'iiT¤˙, -4¤˙) Y('phIip® 'Ii4¤˙) ¥('phIip® 'IiT¤˙) ((-p^)) /'piip® 'iiùI˙/
people eating.
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27.19. Lastly, before a pause or a consonant, we have ((®, í)); while,
after /†, ∑/, the contact is dental:
y('l¤T°, -4°) Y('l¤4®) ¥('l¤T®) /'lIù®/ little
y('å˙l°) Y('√˙k®) ¥('å˙k®) /'å˙k®/ uncle
y('Th™¤b°) Y•¥('Th™Ib®) ((-bí)) /'tEIb®/ table
y('ø;f°) Y('O;f®) ¥('ø;f®) ((fí)) /'O:f®/ awful
y('b™n†°) Y•¥('b™n†®) ((-ï†ô)) /'bEn†®/ benthal.
27.20. Often, many transcriptions present sequences of /Èlé/, because they refer to slow or careful speech:
y•¥('nØvÈl¤sT) Y('nAvÈl¤sT) /'nØvÈlIst/ novelist
y(bÈ'li;iÑ) Y•¥(bÈ'lI;iÑ) /bÈ'liiv/ believe
y(phÈ'liis) Y•¥(phÈ'lIis) /pÈ'liis/ police
y(khÈ'l¤ZÈn) Y(kh='l¤ZÈn) ¥(-Zó) /kÈ'lIZ˘n/ collision˘
27.21. Currently, though, we ﬁnd /®é/:
Y(('nAvî¤sT)) ¥(('nØvî¤sT)) /'nØvÈlIst/ novelist
Y•¥((bî'I;iÑ)) /bÈ'liiv/ believe
Y•¥((phî'Iis)) /pÈ'liis/ police
Y((khÍ'¤ZÈn)) ¥((khÍ'¤Zó)) /kÈ'lIZ˘n/ collision˘
27.22. It is interesting to compare the following forms, which generally maintain a slight di‡erence in syllabic structure, in comparison
with the cases previously seen:
y('bliic) Y•¥('blIic) /'bliic/ bleach
y('phli;iΩ) Y•¥('phlI;iΩ) /'pliiz/ please.
27.23. We will now report, though not recommend, the frequent
insertion of a homorganic stop before /†, s, S/ (not /f/) preceded by /ı/:
y('f¤§†i) Y•¥('f¤ı†i÷ -ıt†i) Y•¥((-Kt†i)) /'fIı†i/ ﬁlthy
y('fø;§s, 'fØ§s) Y('fO;ıs÷ -ıts, 'fAı-) ¥('fø;ıs÷ -ıts, 'fØı-) Y•¥((-õts)) /'fr:ıs/ false
y('w™§S) Y('wEıS, -ıc) ((-ıtS)) ¥('w™ıS÷ -ıtS, -ıc) Y•¥((-ıtS)) /'wEıS/ Welsh˘
27.24. <is occurs with /z/, as well, but more rarely:
y('b™§:Ω) Y('bEı:Ω÷ -ı:dΩ) ¥('b™ı:Ω÷ -ı:dΩ) /'bEız/ bells
y('fi;i§Ω) Y•¥('fi;IıΩ÷ -ıdΩ, 'fiI®-) /'fiiız/ feels.
27.25. On the other hand, the reverse simpliﬁcation may also be
heard, as in:
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y('fi;i§Ω) Y•¥('fi;IıdΩ÷ -ıΩ, 'fiI®Ω) Y•y((-KΩ)) /'fiiıdz/ ﬁelds
y('b™§ts) Y('bEıts, -ıs) ¥('b™ıts, -ıs) ((-Ks)) /'bEıts/ belts.
27.26. However, especially when there are possible ambiguities (and
grammemes >-s˚ -'s≥), spelling is better respected:
y('wø:§Ω) Y('wO:ıΩ) ¥('wø:ıΩ) /'wO:ız/ walls
y('b¤§:Ω) Y•¥('b¤ı:Ω) /'bIız/ Bill's˘
27.27. In non-neutral American pronunciation, /l/ can be realized
as (7) (sometimes even (ı)) before vowels or /j/. <is can also occur in
New Zealand, in northern Wales, but most of all in Scotland. On the
other hand, in Ireland, in South Africa, and in southern Wales, usually, (l) may be heard, even before consonants or pauses.

